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As with all of Robert Bevan's stories, I get a genuine belly laugh every 2 or 3 pages. There's no

"new author" stigma or ramp-up with these stories. From the first collection of short stories to this

one, not excepting his Critical Failure novels, these are all professionally written, entertaining,

practically typo-free roller coaster rides of hilarity.Be warned, these stories are not for the easily

offended. There's swearing and blasphemy in profusion, and non-stop juvenile sexual and

scatological jokes. But within the context of the D&D-style role playing game (RPG) setting, it plays

and doesn't detract.Bevan's characterization is masterful. His plotting is devious. His dialogue is

engaging. His story-flow and pacing is perfect. Setting the childish humor aside, he has genuine

situational humor in abundance too, that plays to more intellectual sensibilities. He gets his

characters into bad situations and ingeniously gets them out in fun and "believable" ways.Some of

the stories rely heavily on stereotypes, but the whole Caverns & Creatures setting is an imaginary

role-playing game, so stereotypes are to be expected. He borrows in Cornholed from the antebellum

South, and from Dickens in Cooper's Christmas Carol. Always a new surprise to keep the reader on

his/her feet.My only regret is that, having read 12 short stories and 2 novels, now I have to wait for



him to finish his 3rd novel.

After losing a relative and dealing with that sadness, I downloaded this book on a whim. It really did

warm my nerdy little heart. Such a good time. Highly recommended for someone who wants some

silly in their life. Seriously, it was like traveling back in time. So happy that I gave this a whirl.

I won't bore you with details about the stories as others have already done it. I always recommend

you read the first book in this series so you can fully appreciate the stories in the collections but

these stories will stand alone. The cavern and creature series is quirky, dumb, juvenile, contains

jokes about every bodily function, uncouth, disrespectful to all but most important pee your pants

funny. I feel like a rebel with the love I feel for the series( I'm a middle aged woman for goodness

sake where is my propriety?) My advice is to try out Cavern and Creatures immediately( at least try

a free sample) and see if you like it.

More of the same...which is not a bad thing. If you've read D6 then you know what to expect. The

continued frustration of these stories is that the players don't advance in motivation or just leveling

up (like they do in Critical Failures 1 to 3, the main series). But then again they can't since these

short stories have to fit in the CF 1-3 time line. I also miss Chaz and Kat, but understand why they

can't be included. If you are looking to continue mining that vein of irreverent fun, then you won't

regret buying 2D6. I am on to 3D6!!!

If you love a great fart joke, and are interested in Dungeons and Dragons then this is the series for

you. Robert Bevan has written some of the funniest stories that I have ever read. This is a collection

of short stories based off characters from his 4 (so far) full length books about Cooper the half orc

and his friends. Each story is funnier than the last. Great reads, all of them are highly

recommended.

The Caverns and Creatures gang is back in a 2nd collection of short stories. More adventures of

Julian, Cooper, Tim and Dave. I liked 2d6 more than I liked d6. The stories are pretty much all good

for a few laughs. 4/5

2d6 is the perfect book for lunch breaks and small waits, just like its predecessor, d6. With short,

fast-paced action and quick, to-the-point humor, 2d6 packs all the fun of Critical Failures in a



one-inch punch. Or six of them, to be honest.

These six novellas are great for anyone who has ever sat down and played a role playing game with

their irreverant friends. Four friends magically transported and trapped in a role playing game world

who still play the game as if they were sitting at home beers in hand. The stories are funny and true

to the kinds of wacky adventures and personalities different people bring to the table. Even if you

don't like Role playing games I urge you to give these books a try. For more background on how the

players got stuck in the game make sure you read the Critical Failures set of novels on kindle! Great

fun!
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